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About This Game

Join the nameless warrior on a dangerous journey through four worlds to defeat the Great Guardians who have stolen the homes
of the gods. As a reward you will receive immortality and a place in the eternal hall of fame…

Experience the 2D-action classic Gods by the legendary Bitmap Brothers in a new look! Exciting levels full of monsters and
puzzles await you, which you can play either in the original pixel graphics or in a modern 3D mode with an extensive new

soundtrack.

Features:

Explore 12 levels based on the original level design full of monsters, puzzles and secrets

Defeat the four Great Guardians to join the Gods as an equal

Collect or buy different weapons and extras to master the challenge

Switch between classic pixel and modern 3D graphics at the push of a button

Unlock the speedrun mode and compete against other players around the world

Experience this true-to-original reworked classic for the first time with improved controls and frame rate, with save
points and an extensive soundtrack.
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While I'm sad that the hero's butt doesn't look as good on the ladders, there is the option to switch back to classic butt mode.
The game is as tough as ever but (and I may be misremembering) it feels like there are some quality of life improvements like
no limits on continues and different buttons for each action.
While this is likely the 4th time I've bought Gods, I didn't feel the price was unreasonable. Devs need to eat too.. Very nice
remaster of this classic. Well done!
. Accurate remake of the cult classic.
Pls. return the original music in the title screen!!!

I have faced crashes and unexpected return to the windows... First and foremost, a massive thank you to the devs for
remastering a blast from the past and one of my favourite childhood games. You guys rock.

Pros:
- Nostalgia through the roof; there is the option to play with the original graphics which effectively makes it feel like a totally
different game to the remastered version
- Solid platformer even if you havent played the original, good balance of puzzles and enemies and not many tricky jumps
- Perfect casual game but also can draw you in if you want a longer gaming session
- Good difficulty balance; this was nails back in the day as there was no option to save and game over meant permadeath

Cons:
- As much as I love the new title song, there isnt the option (that I know of anyway) to listen to the original
- Limited replayability outside of the pre-existing maps; though there is speedrun mode, and the game has increased difficulty
once completed (and who knows, the devs might make new levels one day?)
- Price *might* seem a bit steep for those not drawn in by the nostalgia; if you're on the fence or not 100% convinced, I
recommend waiting for a sale

Bottom line - I love this game and having bought it at full price I regret nothing. I completed it in just under 5 hours and am still
playing it...if nothing else, this is a really good game to just chill and lose time to. Recommended.

P.S. for the devs...any plans to remaster Magic Pockets? ;). I bought this and then got a refund because, whilst I LOVE Gods
and it's nostalgic and all that, this isn't a good remaster... it's a squandered opportunity. All the guy needed to do was give a quick
hi-res treatment to the beautiful 2D graphics and maybe a few other tweaks. The improved saves and so on are great, but what
made Gods amazing was the graphics and the design aesthetics. The remaster 3D version graphics make me feel so depressed...
and the improved frame-rate just makes the old skool graphics look unreal. So, what I did after the refund was I downloaded an
Amiga emulator, played it for free on that and completed it again like I did back when I was 9. My kid think's I'm a hero and he
loved the old Amiga graphics too. Save money or hope the dev sees fit to do a proper job. Also I saw in an interview the dev
bought the rights originally to do a mobile version... I think that would be great but please leave the graphics alone mate. I wish
he HAD made this a kickstart then he might have got some input from other Gods fans and then also wouldn't need to charge so
much for a bad remaster.
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